
5000 CHALLENGES TO COMPLETE

PLAY LIFE. LIVE MORE.

THE MOST FUN APP ON THE APP STORE

Onefeat is the app for those who want to make their everyday life fun again.  
Born out of the boredom of 3 childhood friends and their very serious jobs. the Onefeat 
app packs 5000 challenges (or feats) that people can complete in real life just by taking 
pictures

Some examples : Bite your finger, write a band name with french fries, ride the washing 
machine, play air guitar, climb the Fuji Mountain, cruise on the back of a pick up truck, do 
the Titanic Move, make homemade cupcakes.... a never ending list of awesome things to 
do to make life more fun

With more than 120 topics (Airport, Paris, food, rockstar, Office, Japan, countryside..), 100 
bonuses to unlock and a new challenge to complete everyday, Onefeat players have no 
more excuses to stay in their couch.

From the quirkiest challenges (Ask a question to a cloud) to the most inspirational ones
(Get to the end of the world), Onefeat is all about the most important things in life,: 
living more experiences and doing the things you would have never done otherwise.
Onefeat finds the fun in the little things of the everyday (capture your shadow),  
highlights the biggest moments (graduate, get married) and reminds us 
that after all, life is the best game you will ever play.

Onefeat started as a website in 2011 with a few friends in Paris. Soon enough, 
a vibrant community of more than 30,000 users grows in more than 60 
countries, which attracted the interest of US investors. After 4 months spent in San Francisco, 
the 3 kids managed to raise 400,000$ from some of the most well-known and respected 
people in the Silicon Valley. Back to Paris, they hired 2 amazing recruits to help them build 
 the most fun app on the Appstore.  With its very slick design, a unique universe and a 
fantastic community, the new Onefeat has all the ingredients to become the hit app of the 
year.

Contact:   souheil@onefeat.com  /  arnaud@onefeat.com 
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